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          INTRODUCTION

Are you ready for the awesomest book? I have  
one ready for you. Come and read this book. It is 
all about   
action, action and action! Think about reading this 
book twice because its awesome! 
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  How Super Kid Got 
His Powers            

Before Super Kid got his power his mom got sick while she 
was pregnant. Her husband had to find the smallest rock and 
boil it.
In this family tradition they boil the rocks because they believe 
that helps when you are sick. 

What they didn’t know is that was a very special rock called a 
rock- a- licious. It is very rare, it shiny blue with dark blue 
stripes.
If you are a baby and you smell the air of a boiling rock, you 
are going to get a super power. So the baby in the mother’s 
stomach  made a really special move that the mother knew - It 
is not going to be an ordinary baby. The dad made a belt that 
would give the baby more powers than the rock-a-licios
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How Super Kid Became A 
Superhero
One day Super Kid’s owners on Earth asked Super Kid to 
sweep the mess he made when the explosion happened on 
Earth. He was only a baby then. Super Kid got the broom 
and swept the place in 1 minute. Unlike any other kid  they 
would have taken a few days. After he swept he went home. 
Home was a long way from where he swept so he began 
thinking how he swept the place in 1 minute. As he was 
thinking he remembered that he was born on Mars. 
When Super Kid burst into his house, his father asked how 
he swept so fast. Super Kid explained that he was born on 
Mars, how his planet got destroyed and how he got sent to 
Earth. The kids thought he was a Superhero and then word 
spread out. 
Super Kid pretended to be a superhero with the kids by 
the kids making a dummy villain and him destroying the 
dummy and soon everyone believed that he was Earth’s 
superhero. He had fooled the other people. Super Kid saw a 
shooting star and wished  he could actually be a superhero
saving the world one day. That wish will come true later.



 Super Kid ‘s Problem 
The day Super Kid wished he could fight a villain it came true at 
night. A week after that day a villain almost finished The Freeze 
Bulb. While Super Kid was reading a book about villains his room
his secret watch started beeping loudly. Super Kid watched the 
video from the camera that was in the basement. He watched 
Pirate Villain very carefully.
 Super Kid couldn’t believe that he was going to do his first 
mission. He went to Pirate Villain’s layer and saw him activate 
the The Freeze Bulb. As soon as he turned around Super Kid came 
out of his hiding spot. 
Super Kid asked what she was doing. Pirate Villain said she was 
going to freeze the earth so he could have all the money from the 
Earth and spend it on clothes that are from Mars. Super Kid said 
if you want to go to Mars you have to go through me! 
You arrrrr to late I already armed and its going to blow in 
5,4,3,2,1. Shhhhhhhhiiiiiiiiiiiiiiinnnnnnnnnnnggggggg! Ah! 
It’s time for you to go to jail freezer. Super Kid handcuffed Pirate 
Villain and took him to jail where she was supposed to be. At the 
stage Super Kid explained what happened and how he cheated. 
Everyone still thought him as the world’s superhero. They were 
so happy that they celebrated with a party. So on Super Kid never 
lied and he  always saved the world.Super Kid was so happy 
even  Super Kid’s earth parents was so happy he got a job even 
though he was 10 years old. Happily ever after!

The End!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
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Movie Book Title.1 Lorem Ipsum dolor amet, consectetur

Hello my name " Aa#ni and it’s my fir$ time publ"hing a book and trailer/movi% I 

ju$ want to tell y& 'at my book " mo$ly ab&t ( movie I made THE FREEZE.

Y& )&ld see my trailer 'at " in my book. *ank Y& for l"tening and I will see y& 

next time so 'at means bye!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! I will see y& in my next book!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 



 THE FREEZE TRAILER



Activate

to turn something on
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Awesomest

very inspiring
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Basement

A story underground from the house
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Believe

You have faith in it.
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Destroyed

To kill
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Explosion

The act of exploding
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Fool

A person who gets tricked
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Handcuffed

A metal  device that raps around your wrist. 
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Husband

A married man
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Ordinary

they are average
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Pregnant

A women having a baby in her stomach.
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Pretend

To make believe
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Remembered

To recall a memory
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Rock-a-licious

A type of rock found on Mars.
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The Freeze Bulb

A type of weapon
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Tradition

Its a culture
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